
KURHOTEL SKODSBORG OPENS STEFANEL SHOP

On Monday 7 August 2017 Kurhotel Skodsborg opens a stylish shop-in-shop with the 
Italian fashion brand Stefanel. To celebrate the opening the spa hotel hosts an exclu-
sive fashion show with an outdoor catwalk. Giuseppe Stefanel - chairman of the board 

and CEO of Stefanel S.p.A. - will be present at the opening.

AN ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR THE GUESTS

”The Italian fashion brand, Stefanel, focuses, like we do, on simple luxury and exquisite 
quality,” says Mai Kappenberger, CEO at Kurhotel Skodsborg.

”Stefanel’s clothes are sporty, elegant and, with its use of light colours, wool and knitted 
items perfect for the Nordic style and climate. Furthermore the brand has special appeal to 

our international guests.”
The opening of the Stefanel shop strengthens Kurhotel Skodsborg’s position as an internatio-
nal city resort, placed outside of the city, giving guests further opportunity to shop on the ho-
tel’s premises. Stefanel has of course been chosen as the brand fits the hotel’s spirit and style.
The models in the show will, among others, be TV personalities Annemette Voss, Cecilie 

Hother and Lisbeth Østergaard alongside Singers Clara Sofie and Maria Montel.

Kurhotel Skodsborg has a guest flow of approximately 1,000 people a day, which ensures 
a solid customer base for the hotel’s shops. Mai Kappenberger was the mastermind behind 
the first true boutique hotel in Copenhagen, Avenue Hotel, which had a very successful shop 

with selected Nordic design and gourmet products.

STEFANEL STANDS FOR SIMPLICITY, ENERGY AND ELEGANCE

”It is our vision to treat women to elegant, time-less fashion of the highest quality, and we 
consider our shops an important tool to present our values and Stefanel’s DNA: simplicity, 
energy and elegance as well as our inheritance and tradition for exquisite craftsmanship,” 

says Giuseppe Stefanel.

“We are proud and honoured to present the new shop at Kurhotel Skodsborg, the leading 
spa hotel in the Nordic region, which represents similar values.” Stefanel was founded by 
Carlo Stefanel in Treviso, Italy in 1959. The company had a turnover of 156.6 million Euros 

in 2015 and has more than 1,100 employees world-wide.
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STEFANEL AT KURHOTEL SKODSBORG

The design of the new Stefanel shop at Kurhotel Skodsborg follows Stefanel’s international 
design lines, focusing on warm oak and soft lines contrasted by steel. The shop will carry 

selected parts of Stefanel’s women’s and accessories collection. 

MORE INFORMATION

We invite you to contact PR Manager Walther Griesé at Walther@skodsborg.dk or on cell 
phone +45 2790 2844 if you would like further information and/or hi-res press photos.

MORE OM KURHOTEL SKODSBORG

Kurhotel Skodsborg is an international spa hotel that is conceptually inspired by simple Nordic traditions where nature, 
history and beauty merge with knowledge, passion and innovation. The spa hotel, which was established in 1898, is 
located in North Zealand, between Øresund and extensive woodland right next to Dyrehaven, and only 20 minutes by car 
from central Copenhagen. The philosophy of the spa hotel builds on the principles of founder, Dr. Carl Ottosen, and his 
vision of the healthy life, while the hotel offers unique spa and fitness facilities in buildings designed by Henning Larsen 
Architects. In addition, Kurhotel Skodsborg offers state of the art meeting and conference facilities and a cuisine based on 

the best seasonal local pro
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